TruProtect LLC is a USA based company located in Lubbock, Texas. This product is a naturally Green product and has zero VOC for those that are chemically sensitive. We manufacture it in 4’x 8’ sheets that are ¼”, ½”, ¾” and 1” in thickness. We also manufacture 2’x 2’ and 2’x 4’ ceiling tiles. It is available in residential, commercial and military grades. TruProtect modules are used in (mobile and fixed) Data Centers, Ready Bunkers, Command Centers and SCIF rooms.

The New Gen II TruProtect panels incorporate 8 layers of Kevlar and these panels are expected to enjoy 20-25 years of life before being overpowered by technology.

TruProtect has been tested by several labs, one of which has the top physicist for the US government for RF shielding. It has excelled in every test. TruProtect is engineered to block infrared heat signal, RF/EMI/EMF/EMP/sound proofing properties as well. Depending upon the thickness, it is exponentially better than any other product on the market. In addition it cuts energy usage on average 40-60%.

We have supplied TruProtect in various thicknesses and makeup to almost every known US Government agency.

Please see documentation included.